FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Tuesday, April 3rd, 2018

This Wednesday, April 4th the semesterly Dialogue with the Dean will be taking place in the WPU Ballroom from 6-7pm. SGB is co-sponsoring the event for the first time, in conjunction with the office of Cross Cultural & leadership Development. The topic of conversation will center on campus climate, featuring a short presentation from Dean Bonner followed by roundtable discussions. All students are encouraged to attend and share their ideas how to make Pitt a more inclusive community for all.

SGB encourages students to attend Pitt’s Human Rights Conference taking place Thursday, April 5th from 7-9PM in the WPU Kurtzman Room. This event aims to bring together student human rights leaders and visionaries to speak on human rights as they relate to immigration through various lenses such as education, law, and public health. Students will not only gain knowledge about various human rights issues, but will find tangible ways to get involved. Interested students can sign up through this link: https://tinyurl.com/y9yrg644.

SGB is excited about the great turnout to Panthers and Politics events currently taking place. The weeklong event is a collaboration between SGB’s Community & Governmental Relations Committee and various political student organizations. Students are encouraged to attend the last two Panthers and Politics event taking place on Thursday (4/5). At 12pm in WPU Room 548, a collaboration with Students for Liberty features Drew Grey Miller from Community Human Services to speak about how everyone has value. At 4pm Pitt Unmuted and Planned Parenthood will be holding a Humans of New York White-Board campaign.

###

For more information on Dialogue with the Dean, contact Zuri Kent-Smith at z.kent-smith@pitt.edu; for information on the Human Rights Conference, contact Ami Fall at agf34@pitt.edu; for more information on Panthers and Politics, contact Jessa Chong at jac393@pitt.edu.